
The Nature of Force

Key Ideas
. The sum of all the forces acting on an object

is the net force.

,+ Unbalanced forceschange the motion of an
object, whereas balanced forces do not.. Accordingto Newton's first law of motion,
an object at rest will remain at rest and an
object in motion will continue in motion at
constant speed unless the object is acted
upon by an unbalanced force.

Key Terms
force
net force
unbalanced force

balanced forces
inertia
mass
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.8 Force, Mass, and Acceleration
Key Idea
. Newton's second law of motion states that

the net force on an object is the product of
its acceleration and its mass.

Key Term
newton

~n~ .t,,~ Friction and Grav. y

Key Ideas
. Friction is a forcethat one surface exerts on

another when they rub against each other.
. Weight is a measure of the force of gravity

on an object, and mass is a measure of the
amount of matter that an object contains.

. The forceof gravityactsbetween all objectsin
the universe.

Key Terms
friction

sliding friction
rolling friction
fluid friction

gravity

free fall
projectile
air resistance

terminal velocity
weight
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Action and Reaction

Key\Ideas
. Newton's third law of motion states that

every time there is an action force on an
object, the object will exert an equal and
opposite reaction force.

. The momentum of an object is the product
of its mass an~its velocity.

. The law of conservation of momentum
states that the total momentum is the same
before and after an event, as long as there are
no outside forces.

Key TerlTls
momentum
law of conservation of momentum

~ . S.tellites ....Orbiting .-50s«< ..INTEGRATING

KeyIdeas. A rocket burns fuel and produces gases.The
rocket pushes these gases~downward.cAtthe
same time, the,gasesapply an equa~fotce to

the rosket, pushing ~t.4l!~'YC:lI;5i~
".'EveITtlrough/a satellIteISpulled downwar<:is

gravity,it stays in orbit because it is
moving so quickly.Barth's surfa<:;ecurveS-,
awayffum the satellite at the same ratelhat
the satellite falls.

KeyJ'e,...s
satellite centripetal force
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0 Describing and Measuring
Motion

Key Ideas

. The motion of an object is determined by its
change of position relative to a reference
point.. Speed is the distance an object travels
in one unit of time. If an object
moves at constant speed, its speed
can be determined by dividing the
distance it travels by the time
taken. If an object's speed varies,
then dividing distance by time
gives you the object's average speed.

. When you state both the speed of an object
and the"direction in which it is moving, you
are describing the object's velocity.

Key Terms
motion

reference point
International System of

Units (SI)

meter

speed
velocity
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0 Slow Motion on Planet EarthINTEGRATING EARTH SCIENCE l"--

Key Idea. The plates that make up Earth's outer layer
move very slowly, only centimeters per year,
in various directions.

Key Term

plate

~C.T'&U Acceleration
Key Ideas

. Acceleration is the rate at which velocity
changes. It involvesincreasing speed,
decreasing speed, or changing direction.

. Acceleration can be calculated by dividing
the change in velocityby the amount of time
it took that change to occur.

Key Term
acceleration
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